TWEETREACH SNAPSHOT FOR
#endcuttinggirls

ESTIMATED REACH

10,011 ACCOUNTS REACHED

EXPOSURE

42,941 IMPRESSIONS

Bars show number of tweets sent by users with that many followers
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ACTIVITY

100 TWEETS
13 CONTRIBUTORS
2 HOURS

TOP CONTRIBUTORS

@dareadaramoye
11.9k IMPRESSIONS
48 RETWEETS
48 MENTIONS

MOST RETWEETED TWEETS

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
45. Together we will end FGM/C in this generation #endcuttinggirls @cydi2k @ope2y @C

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
31. Religious leaders should include discussions of FGM in their sermons during solemnization. #endcuttinggirls @cydi2k

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
28. Discussing FGM in weekly prayer group gathering will give room for men involvement in. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @cydi2k
CONTRIBUTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>RTs</th>
<th>Impressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dareadaramoye</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.9k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiboWardere</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.6k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adexconsult</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>61k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayokpani</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.2k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbimbolaKings</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.8k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARCHENigeria</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3.7k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endcuttinggirls</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.7k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BowaleSoyebo</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.4k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>henfes2010</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnneBevan1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fitdaddancing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MbamOnyii</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIGAWD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TWEETS TIMELINE

Apr 13, 2017 at 6:37pm UTC

Abimbola Aladejare @AbimbolaKings
RT @VARCHENigeria: 30. Effects of FGM should be discussed with couples when they come for counseling.
#endcuttinggirls, @cyd…

Abimbola Aladejare @AbimbolaKings
RT @VARCHENigeria: 28. Discussing FGM in weekly prayer group gathering will give room for men involvement in.
#endcuttinggirls, @endcuttinggir…

Abimbola Aladejare @AbimbolaKings
RT @VARCHENigeria: 45. Together we will end FGM/C in this generation
#endcuttinggirls, @cyd2k, @ope2y, @OluseunEsan17

Anne Bevan @AnneBevan1
RT @fitdaddancing: #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/HiboWardere/st…

hibo wardere @HiboWardere
RT @fitdaddancing: #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/HiboWardere/st…

Brad Mazon, Ph.D. @fitdaddancing
#EndFGM #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/HiboWardere/st…

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @VARCHENigeria: #endcuttinggirls, we have come to the end of today tweet session, let’s do it again next week same time same venue @endcu…

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @Adexconsult: 37. Young people about to get married should be counseled before marriage on issues relating to FGM
#endcuttinggirls, @RCCG,…

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @VARCHENigeria: 37. Young people about to get married should be counseled before marriage on issues relating to FGM
#endcuttinggirls, @RCCG,…

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @Adexconsult: 38. FGM/C is condemned in Bible and Quran because it endangered the girl child’s life #endcuttinggirls,

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @VARCHENigeria: 38. FGM/C is condemned in Bible and Quran because it endangered the girl child’s life #endcuttinggirls,
RT @Adexconsult: 39. Scholars in Islam have declared FGM/C to be un-Islamic and acts that should be abolished #endcuttinggirls,
@muftimenk

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @VARCENigeria: 39. Scholars in Islam have declared FGM/C to be un-Islamic and acts that should be abolished #endcuttinggirls,
@muftimenk

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @Adexconsult: 40. It was not stated anywhere in Quran that girl’s child should be mutilated #endcuttinggirls,
@muftimenk, @UNICEF_Nigeria,...

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @VARCENigeria: 40. It was not stated anywhere in Quran that girl’s child should be mutilated #endcuttinggirls,
@muftimenk, @UNICEF_Nigeria,...

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @Adexconsult: 42. FGM practice should also be part of the message in churches and mosques, strategic way of #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @VARCENigeria: 42. FGM practice should also be part of the message in churches and mosques, strategic way of #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @Adexconsult: 43. Christian doctrine is clear on the sanctity of human body, No reason to mutilate girl’s child #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @VARCENigeria: 43. Christian doctrine is clear on the sanctity of human body, No reason to mutilate girl’s child #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @Adexconsult: 44. FGM is a sensitive and emotive subject. It is essential that religious leaders are involve in #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @VARCENigeria: 44. FGM is a sensitive and emotive subject. It is essential that religious leaders are involve in #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @Adexconsult: 45. Together we will end FGM/C in this generation #endcuttinggirls, we have come to the end of today
tweet session, let's do it again next week same time same venue @endcut...

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @VARCENigeria: 45. Together we will end FGM/C in this generation #endcuttinggirls, we have come to the end of today
tweet session, let's do it again next week same time same venue @endcut...

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
#endcuttinggirls, we have come to the end of today tweet session, let's do it again next week same time same venue
@cydi2k

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
#endcuttinggirls, we have come to the end of today tweet session, let's do it again next week same time same venue
@cydi2k

NIGAWD @NIGAWD
RT @VARCENigeria: You are welcome to today #endfgm tweeter conference #endcuttinggirls, we have come to the end of today tweet session, let's do it again next week same time same venue
@cydi2k, @UNICEF, @UNFPANigeria, #endcuttinggirls
40. It was not stated anywhere in Quran that girl’s child should be mutilated #endcuttinggirls

45. Together we will end FGM/C in this generation #endcuttinggirls

45. Together we will end FGM/C in this generation #endcuttinggirls

44. FGM is a sensitive and emotive subject. It is essential that religious leaders are involved in #endcuttinggirls

43. Christian doctrine is clear on the sanctity of human body, No reason to mutilate girl’s child #endcuttinggirls
Asiwaju Dare Adaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 42. FGM practice should also be part of the message in churches and mosques, strategic way of #endcuttinggirls

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 30. Effects of FGM should be discussed with couples when they come for counseling. #endcuttinggirls@endcuttinggirls@cyd...

Asiwaju Dare Adaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 40. It was not stated anywhere in Quran that girl’s child should be mutilated #endcuttinggirls, @muftimenk@UNICEF_Nigeria...

Asiwaju Dare Adaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 39. Scholars in Islam have declared FGM/C to be un-Islamic and acts that should be abolished #endcuttinggirls, @muftimenk

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 28. Discussing FGM in weekly prayer group gathering will give room for men involvement in. #endcuttinggirls@endcuttinggirls

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
42. FGM practice should also be part of the message in churches and mosques, strategic way of #endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
42. FGM practice should also be part of the message in churches and mosques, strategic way of #endcuttinggirls

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 27. Some of dem might be willing to share their experiences & educate others of what they are going through. #endcuttinggirls...

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 26. Discussing FGM with them will be of immense benefit. #endcuttinggirls@muftimenk@endcuttinggir...@cyd2k@UNICEF_Ni

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 25. Fortunately, majority of these groups have more females than their male counterpart. #endcuttinggirls@endcuttinggirls...

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 24. Muslim have denominations/ prayer groups that meet on Sundays. Dis is another avenue to discuss FGM. #endcuttinggirls@endcu...

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 22. Making Friday sermons be based on FGM would give it more importance, and a wider reach. #endcuttinggirls@endcuttinggi...

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 20. Muslims gather at least five times a day, and this is an avenue to discuss FGM on daily basis. #endcuttinggirls@endcu...

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 19. Message of Endfgm should be included in the church youth conventions and all other church programmes #endcuttinggirls...

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010
RT @VARCENigeria: 18. D message of Endfgm should also be included in marriage counseling for intending couples in churches #endcuttinggirls...
VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
41. Partnering with religious leader will help to lay more emphases to holy book where it was against FGM/C (Genesis 12-17) #endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
41. Partnering with religious leader will help to lay more emphases to holy book where it was against FGM/C (Genesis 12-17) #endcuttinggirls

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
40. It was not stated anywhere in Quran that girl’s child should be mutilated #endcuttinggirls, @muftimenk, @UNICEF_Nigeria, @UNFPANigeria

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
40. It was not stated anywhere in Quran that girl’s child should be mutilated #endcuttinggirls, @muftimenk, @UNICEF_Nigeria, @UNFPANigeria

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
39. Scholars in Islam have declared FGM/C to be un-Islamic and acts that should be abolished #endcuttinggirls, @muftimenk

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
39. Scholars in Islam have declared FGM/C to be un-Islamic and acts that should be abolished #endcuttinggirls, @muftimenk

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 38. FGM/C is condemned in Bible and Quran because it endangered the girl child’s life #endcuttinggirls,

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 37. Young people about to get married should be counseled before marriage on issues relating to FGM #endcuttinggirls, @RCCG...

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 36. FGM could be discussed in crusades and other religious gathering. #endcuttinggirls, @RCCG_ADEBOYE, @DavidOyedepoMin, @cy...

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 34. This will serve as reminders to young/new parents and not to mutilate their girl child. #endcuttinggirls, @UNFPANigeria...

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
38. FGM/C is condemned in Bible and Quran because it endangered the girl child’s life #endcuttinggirls,

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
38. FGM/C is condemned in Bible and Quran because it endangered the girl child’s life #endcuttinggirls,

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
37. Young people about to get married should be counseled before marriage on issues relating to FGM #endcuttinggirls, @RCCG_ADEBOYE, @cydi2k

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
37. Young people about to get married should be counseled before marriage on issues relating to FGM #endcuttinggirls, @RCCG_ADEBOYE, @cydi2k

Soyebo Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo
RT @VARCENigeria: 36. FGM could be discussed in crusades and other religious gathering. #endcuttinggirls, @RCCG_ADEBOYE, @DavidOyedepoMin, @cy...

Soyebo Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo
RT @Adexconsult: 36. FGM could be discussed in crusades and other religious gathering. #endcuttinggirls @RCCG_ADEBOYE @DavidOyedepoMin @cydi2k

Soyebo Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo
RT @VARCENigeria: 28. Discussing FGM in weekly prayer group gathering will give room for men involvement in. #endcuttinggirls

Soyebo Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo
RT @VARCENigeria: 33. At naming ceremony or child dedication programmes, FGM should be discussed. #endcuttinggirls @lagbenjo @cydi2k @Hujes...

Soyebo Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo
RT @Adexconsult: 33. At naming ceremony or child dedication programmes, FGM should be discussed. #endcuttinggirls @lagbenjo @cydi2k @Hujes...

Soyebo Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo
RT @VARCENigeria: 32. New couples should be discouraged to mutilate their girl child when they have one. #endcuttinggirls @UNICEF_Nigeria @...

Soyebo Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo
RT @VARCENigeria: 34. This will serve as reminders to young/new parents and not to mutilate their girl child. #endcuttinggirls @UNFPANigeria...

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
36. FGM could be discussed in crusades and other religious gathering. #endcuttinggirls @RCCG_ADEBOYE @DavidOyedepoMin @cydi2k

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
36. FGM could be discussed in crusades and other religious gathering. #endcuttinggirls @RCCG_ADEBOYE @DavidOyedepoMin @cydi2k

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
35. It will even serve as an avenue to discuss FGM at length in case issues arise, and educate people more. #endcuttinggirls

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
34. This will serve as reminders to young/new parents and not to mutilate their girl child. #endcuttinggirls @UNFPANigeria @youthhubafrica

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
35. It will even serve as an avenue to discuss FGM at length in case issues arise, and educate people more. #endcuttinggirls

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
34. This will serve as reminders to young/new parents and not to mutilate their girl child. #endcuttinggirls @UNFPANigeria @youthhubafrica

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @daredaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 33. At naming ceremony or child dedication programmes, FGM should be discussed. #endcuttinggirls @lagbenjo @cydi2k @Hujes...

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @daredaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 32. New couples should be discouraged to mutilate their girl child when they have one. #endcuttinggirls @UNICEF_Nigeria @...

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @daredaramoye
RT @VARCENigeria: 31. Religious leaders should include discussions of FGM in their sermons during solemnization. #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls

VARCE Nigeria @VARCENigeria
33. At naming ceremony or child dedication programmes, FGM should
At naming ceremony or child dedication programmes, FGM should be discussed.

#endcuttinggirls @lagbenjo @cydi2k @Hujesha @youthhubafrica

RT @VARCENigeria: Discussing FGM in weekly prayer group gathering will give room for men involvement.

#endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @cydi2k

RT @VARCENigeria: Religious leaders should include discussions of FGM in their sermons during solemnization.

#endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @cydi2k

32. New couples should be discouraged to mutilate their girl child when they have one.

#endcuttinggirls @UNICEF_Nigeria @UNFPA @cydi2k

31. Religious leaders should include discussions of FGM in their sermons during solemnization.

#endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @cydi2k

32. New couples should be discouraged to mutilate their girl child when they have one.

#endcuttinggirls @UNICEF_Nigeria @UNFPA @cydi2k

31. Religious leaders should include discussions of FGM in their sermons during solemnization.

#endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @cydi2k